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inside

People is the section for the human figure. Whether its portraits 
or action shots if it’s has a Human being as the subject matter 
this is where you will find it.

Inside is the section where you’ll find anything under a roof. 
With different types of lighting and a restricted subect matter 
this is one of the toughest settings to shoot.
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our delicious innards

Outside is the section where we in raw terms we present photos 
that were taken outside. Here you will find Landscape, Cityscape 
and everything in between. 
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editor’s letter

thank you: Dale DeRuiter

Thank you for coming back and 
I’m sorry I left. For many reasons 
I decided to put phraim on hiatus 
three years ago and now it’s back. I 
missed it and I missed you faithful 
fans too much. 

Phraim likes having you and I 
like having you. Afterall without 
you Phraim would be nothing.

I mean that it wouldn’t exist. 
Your the sole reason I came back 
with Phraim. 

I want you to look at these 
pictures. They’re all great.

Some are from new contributors 
and some are from your old 
favorites that I managed to talk 
into giving more beauties to look 
at.

No for the exciting and boring 
stuff I’ve decided to forego the 
old design that immitated a print 
product and go for a hybrid print/
digital design. What this means is 
I won’t design the magazine with 
two open portrait pages in mind 
but instead with one big landscape 
shaped page. 

Which might not seem like a big 
deal but just think of the difference 

between a magazine spread and a 
website. 

The two different designs were 
built with how you view them as 
the main decider in what goes 
where. Since this digital magzine 
isn’t meant to be printed on pages 
there are a lot of things that are 
different on how your eye moves 
through the pages. 

For example you won’t be 
opening it by pulling pages apart 
like a magazine or news papers 
so ulitmately you won’t see the 
edges of the paper first and your 
eye won’t pass over the outer right 
hand edge of the pages first as in 
printed designs so I will not have 
to worry about putting an eye 
grabber there.

Another aspect of print design 
is image area and text area. 
What this means is when you are 
printing something on paper you 
can’t put important images or text 
right against the edge of the page 
because when the page is cut by a 
machine it might move a tiny bit 
and you’ll loose either something 
important in the image or the text 

will be unreadable. Since the is 
magazine will remain electronic I 
can go put stuff where ever i want 
all willy nilly.

Even though you’ll be seeing 
this magazine digitally it won’t 
be the same viewing technique 
as a typical website which is top 
down via scrolling. Thus websites 
are aptly toploaded with the most 
interesting stuff at the top of the 
page (or ads they want you to click 
on). I`m not going to have actual 
movement on these pages so you 
won`t have to deal with columns 
and links surrounding main content 
which can be a little hard and end 
up look frenetic.

With the very nature in how we 
digest our information changing it’s 
very exciting time for publications. 
We get to see the next step in their 
evolution happen right infront of 
us. 

You might not notice too much 
difference in the design and I might 
have even just held you hostage 
while I had a giant nerd out over 
design theory... you’re welcome.

Dale DeRuiter

Barbara neveu
www.flickr.com/photos/scerpica/

Casey Landerkin 
http://www.flickr.com/photos/54926078@N07/

Francois Roux
http://www.flickr.com/photos/degam/

Katharina Blum
http://www.flickr.com/photos/brechti_pictures/

Pete Roberts
http://www.flickr.com/photos/22109627@N03/

Rebecca Haack
http://www.flickr.com/photos/girafficus/

Ricky Leong
http://www.flickr.com/photos/rleong101/

Wayne Beaven
http://flickr.com/photos/grungehouse/

Virginie Plauchut
http://www.flickr.com/photos/virginie-p/

Yingqing Fu

If you would like to become a fine member 
of our awesome team and recieve free 
high fives. Also up for offer is massive 

amounts of radness by association just 
visit the Magazines flickr page at: 

http://www.flickr.com/groups/phraim/

or adversly you can email us at 
phraimmag@gmail.com

cover photo
rock in creek: Dale DeRuiter



Outside is the section where in 
raw terms we present photos that 
were taken outside. Here you will 
find Landscape, Cityscape and 
everything in between. 
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hill with car lights: Dale DeRuiter
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untitled: Rebecca Haack
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untitled: Francois Rouxuntitled: Francois Roux
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guided: Katharina Blum
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Yingqing Fu
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calgary supercomp: Dale DeRuiter
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Otters at London Zoo: Pete Roberts
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Stampede life is a blur: Ricky Leong
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Sway: Wayne Beaven
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living wall: Katharina Blum
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Calgary Mountains: Dale DeRuiter

Hawaii Volcano: Dale DeRuiter

Kamloops Hoodoos: Dale DeRuiter
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untitled: Francois Roux
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Lifeguards Gone: Casey Landerkinhigh water: Dale DeRuiter
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mirrored: Katharina Blum



whipping Mia: Dale De Ruiter

People is the section for the 
human figure. Whether its 
portraits or action shots if it 
has a Human being as the 
subject matter this is where 
you will find it.

people
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VIII: Virginie Plauchut
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untitled: Rebecca Haack
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Dreams of flying: Barbara NeveuEarly: Barbara Neveu
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Kristy and sky: Dale DeRuiter
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untitled set: Christina Kozhelya
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Back to sharon: Barbara Neveu
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peace bridge: Dale DeRuiter
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untitled set: Christina Kozhelya
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Eva: Barbara Neveu
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Stamps September 17, 2011: Dale DeRuiter
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untitled set: Christina Kozhelya



inside Inside is the section where you’ll find anything under a 
roof. With different types of lighting and a restricted 
subect matter this is one of the toughest settings to shoot.
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Asparagus trees: Dale DeRuiter
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red pepper: Dale DeRuiteryellow pepper: Dale DeRuiter
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